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Madeira – overview

◼ Autonomous region of Portugal

◼ 600 miles west of Lisbon

◼ 250 mi north of Canaries

◼ European – part of EU

◼ Small island – 309 sq mi,  251,000 population

◼ GDP/capita $18,000 (like Greece above world’s $11,000)

◼ Capital Funchal and predominate center

◼ Intriguing history – Columbus & pattern of colonization

◼ Very mild and moderated subtropical climate

◼ Now noted for its wine and tourism
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Eras of Madeira History 

◼ AGE OF DISCOVERY: In 1419, first new land to be 
discovered by Portuguese

◼ SETTLING: Settled in 1420, wheat and wood 
(madeira) exports to Portugal

◼ SUGAR: Introduced and major exporter in 1600s

◼ WINE: Introduced when sugar shifted to Brazil

◼ MODERN ERA 

◼ 1976, autonomy from Portugal

◼ 2021, tourist destination for over a million
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Portugal’s 1st discovery in Age of Exploration

Monument of Discoveries – in Lisbon 
celebrates Portuguese Age of Exploration 

Discoveries
▪1419: Madeira  
▪1427: Azores
▪1444: Cape Verde 
▪1484: River Congo
▪1487: Cape of Good Hope
▪1498: da Gama - India 
▪1500: Cabral - Brazil
▪1519: Magellan - world
▪1542: Japan



Prince Henry the 
Navigator & Maderia

◼ Prince Henry the Navigator (1394-1460)                                    
planned to explore coast of W Africa 

◼ His sea captains when blown off course bumped into a 
small island, they named Porto Santo

◼ Making first of the discoveries made by Henry’s captains

◼ Henry ordered a return and colonize, but was a year 
before the next discovery – a heavily forested island 
they named Madeira
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Important port for 
New World

◼ Favorable trade winds brought explorer voyages

◼ During 16th century, Funchal key stop-over between 
Indies and New World   

◼ Also vulnerable to privateers and pirate attacks 

◼ Settlement, sugar & wine culture thanks to Henry the 
Navigator 
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Outbound stop of 
Columbus’s 3rd voyage



Commodity transitions: trees >    
livestock > grain > sugar > wine 

◼ Grain grown for Portugal replaced forests – like in 
Roman Empire, commodities sent to colonial center 

◼ Slaves from Canaries and Africa dug canals and 
produced so much sugar that tiny Madeira out-paced 
other European areas 

◼ Sugar’s use of fuelwood by 1530s exhausted timber   

◼ By 1560, wine replaced sugar as main export with 
wood for casks imported

◼ In prior civilizations “commerce followed people” who 
settled new areas; after 1450 “people followed the 
commodity”—often unwillingly, as slaves 

7https://daily.jstor.org/madeira-the-island-that-helped-invent-capitalism/



Madeira was an “economic 
miracle” in late 1400s

◼ “Portuguese Cortes of 1481-2 extolled the 
Wirtschaftswunder [economic miracle] of Madeira 
and Porto Santo, claiming that in the single year 
1480 ‘twenty forecastle ships and forty or fifty 
others loaded cargoes chiefly of sugar, without 
counting other goods and ships …of the 
merchandise of great value which they have and 
harvest’”
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Source: Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Pathfinders, a Global History of Exploration,” 2006, p158



Festive Madeira was 
a template of 
colonization 

◼ Madeira, now known for wines & tourism, was a 
birthplace of capitalism

◼ Columbus learned the cash-in/cash-out via the 
brutality of slavery on Madeira

◼ Boom-bust-relocate pattern pioneered on Madeira was 
template of colonization

◼ Forested & uninhabited Madeira was first seeded with 
cows, pigs, and sheep, who changed the landscape 

◼ Timber (madeira) became the first export

9https://daily.jstor.org/madeira-the-island-that-helped-invent-capitalism/



Columbus gained tips 
& wife in Madeira

◼ In 1478, Columbus visited  
Funchal to buy sugar

◼ Was a cosmopolitan capital and 
reprovisioning port where traders 
& adventurers shared tales

◼ In 1479 married daughter of 
Porto Santo governor and 
Portuguese nobleman 
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◼ In Funchal he picked up tips from explorers plus 
private information from father-in-law which helped 
his explorations 



Madeira became a major 
wheat and sugar supplier

◼ Fertile and well watered soil

◼ Produced wheat for Lisbon

◼ Well-suited for sugar production - vast wood 
needed for boiling the cane, water and slaves 

◼ Funchal became an essential re-provisioning and 
trading port for sailing to New World

◼ Demand for sugar was strong

◼ In 1700sMadeira attracted settlers from Portugal, 
Genoa, Tuscany and even Germany

11Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019 



Sacked by 
Barbary Pirates

◼ In 1617 Algerian                                                           
pirates plundered

◼ Enslaved 1,200, burned                                                        
archives, took church bells & emptied Porto Santo
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Sack of Madeira BY Barbary Pirates, From Wikipedia

◼ Barbary pirates captured thousands of ships, raided 
coastal towns – causing their abandonment 

◼ Eenslaved a million until finally subdued by French 
conquest of Algeria in 1830

◼ Thus – Madeira enslaved and in turn was enslaved



Madeira - Wine

◼ Decline of sugar 
ultimately led to 
production of wine 

◼ During 17th & 18th 
centuries Madeira 
wine flourished
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Source: The Ultimate Cruise Passenger's Guide - The Canary Island Cruise by  Sam Hall 

◼ However, exports to America declined during War of 
Independence 

◼ Wine makers realized that long sea journeys changed 
flavor of wines

◼ Discovered adding brandy gave the wines a longer life 
and retained their high quality



Uniqueness of 
Madeira wine

◼ Heating (estufagem) aging process makes 
Madeira wine production unique 

◼ Heating of premium wine can take 20-100 yrs. 

◼ Heating hastens mellowing and reduces 
secondary fermentation

◼ In effect, a mild kind of pasteurization

◼ Furthermore, wine is deliberately exposed to 
air, causing it to oxidize

◼ Wine has a tawny color like port
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Ups and downs of Madeira's wine industry

◼ By 1500 supplied wine for 
long voyages across the sea

◼ Initially, wine spoiled at sea, 
but adding distilled 
alcohol stabilized it
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◼ Heat in ships transformed wine & made Madeira popular

◼ Aging wine on long sea voyages was costly, so they 
began using heat of sun to age the wine



18th century -"golden age" 
for Madeira

◼ Popular in American colonies, Brazil, 
Great Britain, Russia, and North Africa

◼ Madeira important wine in early history 
of U.S. as no wine-quality grapes so 
imports

◼ Favorite of George Washington, Thomas 
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin …

◼ Madeira used to toast Declaration of 
Independence
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In 1850s Madeira’s 
wine prosperity ended 

◼ First, 1851 powdery                                        
mildew severely                                                      
reduced production 

◼ Just as industry was recovering by use of fungicide, 
insect pest phylloxera epidemic hit 

◼ By end of 19th century, most of island's vineyards had 
been uprooted and converted to sugar cane

◼ Vineyards that did replant chose to use American vine 
varieties
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Recovery & 
by-pass of 
Madeiras 

◼ Early 1900s wine sales 
started to return

◼ But Russian Civil War & 
U.S. Prohibition closed 
off two major markets
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◼ Steamships, less dependent on wind patterns, opened 
new trade routes bypassing Madeira

◼ Wine industry re-launched in 20th century with focus 
on quality

◼ Today, unique Madeiras exported around world

U.S. Mail steamship Atlantic (1849)



◼ Funchal, settled c. 1424, largest city

◼ Owing to its favorable location in trade winds, became 
an important maritime port 

◼ Its productive soils attracted new settlers

◼ Capital of 150,000  

◼ Climate, cultural & historical value makes a main tourist
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Funchal is Madeira’s 
popular tourist 
destination



Old Quarter in “Pearl of Atlantic “

◼ District of big market 
and a cable car station

◼ Santa Maria 
cobblestone lane of 
revitalized architecture 
and colorful painted 
doors, murals by local 
artists …. 

◼ Near city center of 
shops and cafes
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Funchal Famous cable car ride to Monte

◼ Passenger gondola lifts (Funchal Cable Car) to 
suburb of Monte and Monte to Botanical Gardens   
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Monte toboggan 
rides

◼ Originally, fast way down 
to Funchal from Monte, 
began c. 1850

◼ Speeds down narrow, 
winding streets in two-
seater wicker sledges on 
wooden runners
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◼ Pushed & steered by two men traditionally dressed 
using their rubber-soled boots as brakes

◼ Takes 10 minutes to go 1.2 mi, reaching top speed of 
30 mi/hour

https://www.madeira-web.com/en/things-to-do/leisure-activities/land/



Madeira’s levadas

◼ Levadas (from Portuguese 
“levar” – to carry) 

◼ Channels water from west 
and northwest to drier 
southeast for sugar cane 
production

◼ Started in 1500s

◼ Today, not only supply water 
to southeast, also provide 
hydroelectric power and 
network of walking paths
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levada



Madeira levada walking and hiking

◼ Walking alongside a scenic levada is popular

◼ Known for their beauty, ingenuity of design and 
difficulty to build through rugged terrain 

◼ Some 200 levadas of 1,900 miles of channels, 
including 25 miles of tunnels started centuries ago

24https://www.madeira-web.com/en/things-to-do/leisure-activities/land/walking/levadas.html



Madeira Natural Park

◼ Created in 1982 to safeguard the natural heritage 

◼ Encompasses nearly two-thirds of Maderia

◼ Part laurel forest of massive 800-year-old trees

◼ Unique area helps maintain hydrologic balance 25



Quinta da Boa 
Vista Garden & 

Terrace

◼ Historic estate and orchid garden in Funchal

◼ Built during late 18th and early 19th century

◼ Garden for growing and breeding orchids 

26https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quinta_da_Boa_Vista_(Madeira)



Cabo Girão sea cliff & skywalk

◼ Cabo Girão – world’s second tallest sea cliff

◼ Skywalk transparent deck sensation of hovering mid-air
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◼ Cozy fishing village Lobos, nestled among vineyards

◼ Red-tile roofs and brightly colored fishing boats

◼ Beloved by Winston Churchill who painted its view
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Holiday festivities rank as largest show in 
world by Guinness Book of Records!

◼ Funchal ‘dresses up’ – 1,000s of multi-color lights

◼ Most festivities on December 31, with spectacular 
fireworks show
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Digital 
Nomads 

◼ Covid-19 has prompted big changes in how people 
work - flexible work policies

◼ Madeira offers free workspace, networking events, 
and online portal of information

◼ In past year, 10,000 registered on Digital Nomads 
Madeira Islands website

https://www.economist.com/europe/2021/10/02/why-europe-is-a-great-place-for-digital-nomads
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Madeira

◼ Small but spectacular & significant Portuguese island

◼ Historic haunt of Columbus and explorers where they 
reprovisioned their ships

◼ Once major producer of grain, sugar and wine

◼ Moderate climate has become tourist mecca

◼ Unique natural habitat and bountiful parks & gardens  
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Enjoy!


